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HOW DO WE COMMUNICATE ABOUT 

WILDERNESS RECREATION?

Interactive exercise:

 Identify inclusive elements that you think are missing from these pictures

 Identify things that are present in pictures that you think are exclusive



























RECOGNIZING EXCLUSIVITY IN WILDERNESS RECREATION NORMS

 Young

 White

 Male

 Athletic, able-bodied

 Alone to imply a narrow definition of solitude

 Engaging in activities that requires gear, skills, and knowledge and an appetite for challenge

 In remote locations intended to suggest pristine, pure nature and an absence of human presence or influence

 Interacting with wilderness in ways that suggest masculine stereotypes such as strength, endurance, conquest and 

domination



WHO COULD BE EXCLUDED FROM WILDERNESS RECREATION?

Included?

 Young

 White

 Male

 Athletic, able-bodied

 Alone

 Engaging in challenging activities

 In remote,  pristine, pure-nature locations

 Masculine stereotypes

Excluded?

 Older

 BIPOC

 Female, non-binary gender, fluid gender

 Disability, visible or invisible

 Families, groups

 Calm, relaxing activities; lesser financial status

 In peopled locations

 Diverse world-views, life-ways, nature connections



WHAT ARE SOME WAYS WE CAN ALTER OUR COMMUNICATIONS?

 Deliberately include a greater diversity of:

 Visitors (race/ethnicity, age, gender, ability, wealth etc.)

 Locations (remote/pristine/untouched → evidence of humanity/use)

 Group sizes (alone → groups)

 Activities (extreme → easy/comfortable)

 Nature connections (conquering → symbiotic)



WHAT ARE SOME WAYS WE CAN ALTER OUR COMMUNICATIONS?

 Be mindful of:

 Stereotypes

 Tokenism

 Classism

 Western-framings/schools of thought

 Authenticity



WHAT ARE SOME WAYS WE CAN ALTER OUR COMMUNICATIONS?

 Be open to:

 Forging partnerships with diverse community groups and affinity groups

 Making authentic invitations to co-create

 Supporting relationships financially

 Making mistakes and embracing change with an ethic of learning and curiosity


